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THE INTERFERENCE BETWEEN STRUTS

By DAVID BIETRMANNand WILLIAM

SUMMARY

This report premn.ts the resuh of t&” made in the
iV,A,C.A. 7- by 10~oot wind tunnel to determine the
interference drag sting from uamkus arrangenwnie of
dreandine struls and round strw%, or cylinders. De-
terminutti were mwik of the inikrfemnce drag of etruts
Spd &i&?by Sid4, 8tlYlih in tati, t@ti St7W.tS
encased in a single faiting, a 8trut inierseciing a plune,
and stru.t8 intersecting to form a V. Three sizes of
strut% were used for most of the teds.

These ikts show that the interference ckg arising from
struls in close proximdy may be of cOn&?.erabk nuz.gni-
tude, in some instances amounting to more than the
drag of the struts them8elve8.

.
INTRODUCI’ION

With the increasing demand for higher speeds in
flight, attention has been focused on all possible meth-
ods of reducing tho drag of aircraft. Considerable
coordinated information has been compiled on the
drag of component parts of airplanes, but relatively
little is known about the interference resulting from
combining these parts into an airplane. Until recently
not much systematic work has been done on the general
subject of interference.

The investigation reported in this paper has been
confined to the determination of interference drag
mising from various combinations of struts, both
streamline and round. Struts were tested, side by side,
in tandem, and intersecting at various angles to form
V’s. Tests were made on a streamline strut inter-
secting plane surfacw of various chords. The drag of
tandem struts encased in a single fairing w-as de-
termined for two types of fakings. Incidental tests
were made to determine the drag of struts of various
sizes and iinenes-s ratios. Three sizes of struts were
used throughout the program, with some exceptions,
to determine if possible to what extent the rules of
dynamic similarity may be applied to interference
tests in wind tunnels.
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Many of the tests herein reported have direct
applications in” airplane design. Although there has
been an attempt to cover the subject of strut inter-
ference in a systematic fashion, the limitations of
time and equipment have necessitated curtailing the
program. Further tests on interference between
struts and-wheels are being made in connection with a
study of landing gears, and y-ill be reported at a later
date.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The N.A.C.A. 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel in which
thwe t&s were made is completely described with its
equipment in reference 1. The st+mdard force-test
model support was used thro~ohout these tastk

The streamline strut models were made from Navy
no. 1 strut-section offsets given in table I. With a few
exceptions to be discussed later, the tests were made
on struts of three section sizes: 1 by 3 inches, 1.75
by 5.25 inches, and 2.5 by 7.5 inches. The models
were made of white pine, sanded smooth and shellacked.
The surface was not highly polished, but was sufii
ciently smooth to be comparable with good commercial
praotice. AU model dimensions were held to + 0.010
inch. The round struts (cylinders) were made from
seamlesk steel tubing, accurate to + 0.004 inch. The
surface was finished bright but not highly polished.
The diametem of tubing used were 1, 1.75, and 2.5
inches.

STRUTARRANGEMENTS

Struts alone, streamline and round,-Preliminary to
the interference tests each different size of strut was
tested for drag. An 8-foot length of strut was mounted
horizontally at its center on the force-test support. At
each tip independently supported struts were mounted
and extended through the turmal jet bound~, in an
attempt tm simulate infinite-langth conditions. A gap
of one thirty-second inch was left between the active
strut and each duinmy extension.

Side-by-side struts, streamline and round.-b or-
der to determin e the interference drag arising from two
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parallel shuts located side by side, a 12-foot length of
strut was mounted independently above the active
strut previously described. (See &. 1.) Drag -was
measured only on the active lower strut, the asmmp-
tion being that the drag of the two struts was equal.
The spacing between the struts was varied by moving
the fixed 12-foot length of strut away from the active
strut in small increments until the effects were no
longer noticeable.

Struts in tandem, streamline and round.-The seb
up to measure interference drag of tandem struts was
identical to the one used for side-to+ide spacings ex-

CO~ FOR AERONAUTICS

fabric around the pair arid doping it. In order to
simulate this condition a special model was built. A
1.75- by 5.25-inch strut was sawed lengthwise along
the plane of maximum thickness. The leading+dge
portion was separated from the trailing-edgo portion
by a distance of 20 inches and this intervening space
was filled up with five 4- by 1.75-inch bode. This
unit was bolted together, forming a fkbsided section
1.75 inches thick with a 25.25-inch chord and an 8-foot
span. Two dummy tip extensions of the same section
were also made. This model, representing streamline
struts” faired together with a flat-sided section, was

II

FIGUREL—StrmmlinestrutsSIMMsideby dd~ &bowingmethcdof snpprtanddummy Up extemiona

eept that the fixed strut was located first at dif?erent
spacingg to the rear of the active strut and then located
at diilerent spacingg in front of the active strut. The
tunnel balance thus measured the drag of a strut plus
the interference effect of a strut behind it or in front
of it, as the case &oht be. By simple addition the
interference effect of either strut on the other as well
as the total interference, may be computed.

Tandem strnts faired together, streamline and
round.-Tamdem streamline struts are sometimes
faired together by the simple proced~e of wrapping

mounted in the tunnel in the same manner as were the
struts alone in previous tests. The spacing of these
hypothetical struts was reduced in increments of 4
inches by successive removal of the intervening boards.
Only one strut size was used for these tests.

Obviously the best and most practicable method of
fairing tandem cylinders that are relatively C1OSO
together is to encase them in n single streamline
fairing. In order to accomplish this it is neces.wy
to deoide on the fairing form to use; the form for mini-
mum &g will vary, of course, with the ratio of cylinder
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diameter to spacing. Since the Navy no. 1 strut sec-
tion has both good aerodynamic and good geometric
properties for housing tandem struts, it was selected
as n basic section for-housing tandem -aylinders. -The
fairing dimensions to &ve the least drag for any
cylinder size and spacing may be calcuhited from tests
on struts of various fineness ratios. Tests were made
on Navy no. 1 struts of four iinencss ratios: 3, 4, 6.25,
and 8.34. The variation was made in thickness only,
the chord being held constant at 7.5 inches. These
struts, 8 feet long, were mounted in the tunnel in the
same manner as in previous tests.

A strut intersecting a plane,—Tests were made to
determine the interference drag arising from a 2.25-
by 6.7Ei-inch strut, 23 inches long, intersect@ the
surface of the flat-sided section previously used for
fairing tandem struts. The strut was mounted m%
the center of the plane with a hinge-type fitting in
such a manner that the angle between the strut and
the plane, measured in a plane perpendicular to the
tunnel axis, could be varied through the range from
20° to 90°. This test was made with planes of three
chord sizes: 25.25 inches, 17.25 inches, and 9.25 incbe.
Several sims of fdlets were also used at the intersec-
tion of strut and plane.

Intersecting strutso-struts intersecting to form a
V in which the included angle could be varied from
15° to 180° were mounted in the’ tunnel on the regular
force-test support. One leg of the V was supported
at its midpoint, the other leg being allowed to swing
in a plane perpendicular to the tunnel axis. Each
strut was 32 inches long. No dummy tip extensions
were considered necewary for this set-up, inasmuch as
the interference did not extend to the tips to an
appreciable extent. Several sims of fillets were used
for a number of angular settings ‘of the struts.

General considerations,-Although most of the
rcmdt.s were obtained at an air speed of 80 miles per
hour, many of the teats were run at several lower
speeds also. These additional test points were taken
in order to increase the accuracy of the single test
point by determining a curve, and also to show whether
the drag coefficient changed with air speed for any
given set-up. The tare drag was measured for all
struts alone by suspending them independent of the
balance support, providing only a small clearance.
The forces on streamline struts alone were measured
to within + O.O3 pound; but for cylinders and for
models in which unsteady flow conditions prevailed
to an appreciable e..tint they were measured to
+ 0.1 pound.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The observed data and computed nondimensional
~oefficients of drag and in@fprence drw ~~ pre-
sented in tabl@ 11- and III and b &g&’2 to 14,
inclusive. The terms and coefficients used are defined
M follows:

Drag coefficient,

CD=%

Interference drag ~ drag of the bodies in combination
– tbe sum of the drags of the bodies testsd sep-
arately

[ntaference-drag coefficient,

interference drag
c%, = ~ d ~

Length of strut equivalent to interference drag

where q,
d,

1,

interference drag
drag per unit length of strut

dynamic pressure in pounds per square foot.
diameter oi maximum cross-wind dimension

of strut in feet.
length of strut in feet.

N omz.—I&erference-drag coefEcients are based on d
and 1of one strut only.

The drag coefficients are corrected for tare drag and
foc static-prwmre variation in the tunnel by the usual
methods.

STRUTS ALONE

Streamline struts.-The results for streamline struts
tested alone are given in figures 2 and 3. Figure 2
shows the variation of CD with Reynolds Number for
the three sizes of struts tested, all of fineness ratio 3.

ReynoldiNmber

~am~ 2—VarfetIOn of drag of strmdlne drots wfth Reynolds Nomk. Navy
no. 1strut wtlm anenemmtfo, 3.

The drag coefficients are consistently higher than those
obtained from an early test (reference 2), but la@r
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test9 (reference 3) agree more closely with the pre9eni
results and indicate that the results of reference 2 werf
influenced by the presence of a support strut.

Figure 3, which is only incidental to the present
report, shows the relation between CDand fieness ratio
for Navy no. 1 struts. These results, too, differ some-
what from t&ose of previous tests in that minimum
drag occurs at a lineness ratio of about 5 instead of at 3
or 4 as observed for other tests. Furthermore, the

Finenessraiio

FIQUBEZ—Drag of Navy no. 1 shute of rariem ~ ratk Air eped, SO

IIWJ.L Reynolds Nmnk, 42Q,CCKL.

~~ coefficient does not change’ as greatly with small
changes of fineness ratio as the other tests show it to
have done. Results from recent N.A.C.A. tests on
symmetriwd airfoiIs (reference 4) agree, however,
fairly well with these results, in that the drag coefficient
does not change rapidly with changes in fineness ratio
within the range from 3 to 7. In view of the differ-
ences between these results and those of former tests,
it is suggested that further investigation be made of the
subject.

Round struts (cylinders) alone.-The variation of
CDwith Reynolds Number for three sizes of cylinders is
given in iigure 4. In genersJ, these results check
previous tests of cylinders fairly well. It is noted that
each size of cylinder defines rLslightly d.iiferent CDfor a

ReynoldsNwnber

RQUBE4,-Vwktlonof dmg of oyllndas with Reynolds Nmnkr.

given Reynolds Number. The reason for this is not
readily apparent, @smuch as several factors pertinent
tO wind tmek might possibly account for the effect.
More detaiIed work on this subject would probably
disclose information concerning this eflect.

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

STRUTS SIDE BY SIDE ,

Streamline strnts.-stresrrdine struts spaced side
by side 6 diameters or more have little or no inter-
ference effect (iig. 5). For smaller spacings the inter-
ference drag increases gradutiy with decreases in
spacing down to a spacing of about 2.5 diameters,
For spacings less than 2.5 d.iametera the interference
increases rapidly with reduction in spacing to a
maximum value not determined in these tests because
of excessive vibration. The magnitude of the inter- “
ference drag at these small spacings may bo ten or
more times the drag of a single strut. Another signifi-
cant fact is that each size of strut defies a separate
curve, suggesting a Reynolds NumbeL effect; but with
the exception of struts spaced very close together, the
drag coefficient is constant for all air speeds for each
strut size, indicating the reason for the ditleronce to “
be elsewhere. Wind-tunnel conditions influencing the
results on cylinders as previously noted may possibly
be responsible for these discrepancies.

Probably the most reasonable explanation for the
cause of interference between two streunline struts

$cll”3+& rrrrrrrn
I

- o; x > I I I I I I
< 2 3 4 5 i? 7’ 8—
< S’.i;g on cenferl~e,diam-eiers –

FIQUaE5.—Effwt of eJde-by*de .qkmlngon Inkrfemnm drag of tireamlho struk
Navy no. 1strut s@fon, llneuassratio, 9. Air epced, 84m.@.

spaced side by side is that the flow cannot follow the
contour of the adjacent strut surfaces. Streamline
3trnts spaced relatively close together form an effective
venturi having a high degree of divergence. Upon
passing the throat of the venturi the air flow does not
mpand sdciently to W the diverghg passage.
owing to losses in the boundary layer, sufficient kinetic
mergy is lacking in the air stream to overcome the
ncreming presmre in the expanding jet.

Cylinders.-& is the case for streamline struts,
the interference drag of cylindem side by side increases
qadually with reduction of spacing for intervals less
than 5 or 6 diameters (fig. 5); but instead of rapidly
ncreasing for spacings less than 2.5 diameters, tho
nterference ~W varies between wide ranges of posi-
iive and negative values. For 2.5- and 1.75-inch cyl-
nders a critical region exists at about 1.75-diameter
~acing, where the interference drag may be either
]ositive or negative, depend@, of course, on the flow
]attern existing at the time. Apparently the type of
iow changes rapidly with a change in spacing; it may
wen change while the spacing is held constant. The
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rapid decreases in drag are probably due to the fact
that the trailing vortices behind the two cylinders join
or interlock for certain spacings to form only “a single
path, resulting in a decreased amount of disturbed air.
For spacings less thrm 1.25 diameters the interference
drag increases very rnpidly with decreases in spacing.

STRUTS IN TANDRM

Streamline struts,-Fiie 7 shows the interference
drag re9uking from spacing streamline struts in tan-
dem. Since sepamte measurements were made on
each strut, a more general picture was obtained of the
flow conditions than if the struts had been combined
in one unit. Several noteworthy results were obtained
from these tests. First, the drag of the rear strut is
increased to some extent by the presence of the front
strut for all spacings tested, the magnitude being
much greater for small spacings. Second, the drag
of the flont strut is reduced an almost equal amount
by the presence of the rear strut. For spacings less
than 4.5 diametm the net frontitrut reaction is
nctudly in an upstream direction. Third, considering
the two struts as a unit, the drag is increased a small
amount throughout the range, reaching a mwbnun
at about 4 diametem. Fourth, the agreement of remdts
is excellent for ill sizes of struts tested.

The probable reason for the relatively high upstream
force on the ilont strut and the downstream force on
the rem strut is the presence of a region of increased
pressure head between the struts, gained at the expense
of velocity head. .

Cylinders.-The results of tandem+ylinder tests are
somewhat diiferent horn those of tandem streamhne
struts (fig. 8), in that the drag of the rear cylinder is
decreased in the presence of the front cylinder, while
the drag of the front cylinder is not greatly affected
by the presence of the rear cylinder. The magnitude
of interference does not change appreciably for spacings
greater than 4 diameters. For smaller spacingw the
drag of the rear cylinder decreases rapidly with de-
creasc9 in spacing. For spmings less than 3 diameters
the rear-cylinder reaction is fomard. For spacings
less than 3.5 diametera the net drag of both cylinders
is less than the drag of one cylinder.

The probable reason for the reduction of drag of the
rear cylinder is its presence in the turbulent wake of the
front cylinder. The effect of turbulent flow on the
drag of cylinders is well known (reference 5). How-
ever, turbulence alone will not explain the decrease in
drag for small spacings. For these spacings the vor-
tices produced by the front cylinder probably partly
encircle the rear cylinder, imping@ on the back
surface with sufficient force to produce a forward
reaction.’

TANDM STRUTS FAEtRD TOGETHER

Streamline stxats. —The drag of tandem streamline
struts is materially reduced for spacings less than 10
diameters by fairing them with the flat-sided fairing
(fig. !3). Throughout the practical range the drag is
proportional to the spacing of the shuts. For spacings
greater than 10 dia.metars it is impractical to fair struts
by this method.

Cylinders.-Although an additional decrease ti .
drag may be obtained for tandem streamline struts by
enclosing them in a streamline fairing, this method of
fairing was contined to cylinders. However, for most
cases the same streamline fairiqg used for cylinders
will dso fit streamline struts. Hence, the curve
(fig. 9) illustrating the variation of drag with spacing
for cylinders faired together with a streamline section
also applies, in general, to tandem streamline struts.
It is noteworthy that this type of fairing is materially
better than the flat-sided type in that the drag is
considerably lower throughout the range and the
maximum practical spacing is increased to about
12 diametem.

The method of obtaining this curve was not direct
because it was impossible to determine the dimensions
of the minimum-drag fairing for each shut spacing
without first testing a series of different thicknesw
sections. The drag of a complete series of fairings,
covering the practical range of cylinder diametar-
spacing ratios, was calculated from the data of tests
on Navy no. 1 struts of different iinencss ratios (fig. 3).
Figure 10 shows the faking iineness ratio at which
minimum drag occurs for different cylinder spacingg.

Figure 11 is a worl@ chart for the detcmnination of
dimensions for tandem+ylinder fairings hav@ mini-
mum drag. To use the chart one need know only the
cylinder or tube spacing in terms of cylinder diameter.
The fairing chord maybe read directly from the oppo-
site side of the chart and the section thicknws from the
abscissa. With these dimensions the section ordinates
may be calculated horn table I. In case the cylinders
are of unequal size the average should be taken. This
method works out fairly well for cylinders of nearly
the same size but may err somewhat for great differ-
ences in size. The chart is also applicable to strewn-
line struts, providing that the diametem of the struts be
asaumed as slightly larger than they are. This modi-
fication will allow the ne-my clearance for the nose
and tail of the struts.

A STREAMLINE STRUT JNTEE9E~G A FLAT SURFACE .

The results of teds on a streamline strut intersecting
a flat surface at various angle9 are given in figure 12.
Interference drag is given in terms of the equivalent
&% of a len~ of s~t. Drag or in~rfer~~ag
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coefficients are not applicable bemuse of the lack of a
hmgth dimension. With the strut perpendicular to
the 25.25-inch chord plane the interference drag is zero,
but it increases gradually with decreases in angle
between strut and plane. For an angle of 200 the
interference dmg is equal to the drag of a strut 14
diametirs long, or in this case 31.5 inches.

&- S@acingan centerline,diamefers
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tion in phtne chord. Any direct application of these
results to design shouId be tempered with judgment,
These tests are probably more valuable for demon-
strating flow conditions than for any general applica-
tion.

Table JI shows the resuh%sfrom some tests on faking
the intersection between pkme and strut. For the

S@cing cm.centerline,cfamefers

~GURE &—EtTect of sfdeby-sfde sp?mfng on fnkfemnw Cnrvo A, rear strut fn pmsencoof front stint.
drag of oylfndm Ah m, S) mph Cnrvo B, front stint h premrm 0[ rem stint.

Oul-veo, total fnterfemnce drag.

Fmm 7.—Etfwt of tandem spcfng on Me&mum drag of stremnflne struts, Navy no, 1strut
tifon, flu- ratb,3. Airsped&l m.p.h
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FIGUE~S.-Effect of tandem spadng on fnterhmnm @of nylind~ Afr a@,
fa mph

It is interesting to note the increases in interference
with decreases in the chord of the phme. For the
17.25-inch plane with a strut setting of 90° the inter-
ference drag is equal to the drag of a strut about 3
diameters long, and for the 9.25-inch plane to one of 9
diameters. Evidently the chord of the plane materially
affects the flow, increasing the interference with reduc-

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Sfrufspacingan centerhe, diamefers

OnrveA,dmamlfnestmtaIntandem.
OurwB,tits fafredtogetk wfth@el@ded fatrlug.

OnrveO,&asof Navy no. 1strut efoptlnmm Cnen&smtfo for enoloalng
oylfnders.

FKNJBE9.—EtTmtof faking tagethor tidom stint%

strut mounted perpendicular to the 25.25-inch plane
the interference drag is shown to be zero if the fitting
is not exposed. Fillets of the usual type failed to
reduce the drag, and even increased the drag for the

, fillet of largyst radius.
With the strut inclined 20° to the 25.25-inch plane,

the attempt to reduce the interference by modifying
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the effect of the acute angle with the usual type of
constant-radius fillets fa&d. However, the interfer-
ence drag was reduced 31 percent by the mod.iiication
desigrmted “ 1” on the sketch. This modification was
considered to be of practical value because the strut
fitting is often relatively small in comparison to the
strut diameter, allowing a modification of this type to
be made. Modification 1 also reduced the interference
drag for the s@ut inclined 30° to the 17.25-inch plane.
Furthermore, fillets reduced the drag even more,
arnountipg to a total reduction of interference drag
of 50 percent. With the strut inclined 30° h the
9.25-inch plane modiikation 1 reduced the interference
drag 15 percent. A fillet failed to decrease the drag
further.

STRUTS INTERSEC%NG TO FORM A V

Streamline stits.-l?igure 13 shows the interference
resulting from streamline struts intersecting at various
angles to form V’s. The interference was assumed to
be equal to zero when the struts were placed end to
end, forming one continuous strut. With reduction
of the angle between the struts the -interference
increases fairly imiformly for all three sizes of models
tested, ~eaching a maximum at about 30°. The prob-
able reason for the reduction in interference for angles
less than 30° is the rapid overlapping of the struts
near the hinge point, inasmuch as the axis of rotation
lie90n the strut center Linw. T@ maxhnum value of
interference is equal to the &g of a strut horn 27 to
35 diametem long, depending upon the size of the
strut. For the 2.5-inch shut, this amounta to an
equivalent strut length of 80 inches.

The conditions in these tests that give rise to inter-
ference are very similar to those encountered for struts
spaced side by side, in that the surfaces of the struts
which face each other are divergent. How-ever, in
these tests there is the additional effect of the acute
angle, which probably increases the interference.

Table III shows the results of some miscellaneous
fillet tests made on intersecting streamline struts.
Because of the small dMerences in forces it was impos-
sible to obtain very satisfactory remits. For the 1 by
3 inch strut, fillets were found to have detrimental
effects, increasing the interference as much as 51 per-
cent. For the larger struts, iillets consistently reduced
the interference for all angular settings of the struts
tested.

Cylinders,-The interference drag of cylinders inter-
secting at various angles is negligible, as can be seen
from @ure 14.

GENERAL RRMARES ‘

Although these tests furnish some interesting and
usable data on the interference of struts in various
combinations, this particular branch of the study ‘of
interference deserves much more consideration. There
are other basic strut combinations which could be

tested to advantage, and the relationships between
kuterference, turbulence, tunnel speed, and model
tie could be more fully studied with profit.

CONCLUSIONS

The redts of this investigation indicate the
following:

1. Streamline struts spaced side by side 5 diarnetem
apart or more have little or no interference. For
closer spacings the interference drag increases rapidly
with reduction of the interval

2. @-linders spaced side by side 5 diameters apart
or more have practically no interference; for spacings
less than 5 diametera the interference may be higtiy

favorable or unfavorable, depending upon the size
and spacing of the cylinders.

3. When streamline struts are placed in tandem the
drag of the front strut is decreased by the presence of
the reax one, while the drag of the rear strut is in-
creased by the presence of the front one. This effect
exists for all spacings tested, but the magnitude in-
creases rapidly for spacings lees than six tbs the
strut thickness. The resultant interference drag for
the combination is unfavorable throughout the range.

4. When cyl.indem are placed in tandem the drag of
the front cylinder is but little affected by the presence
of the rear one, while the drag of the rear cylinder is
greatly reduced by the prmence of the front one.
The rwdtant interference is highly favorable for all
spacings tested.

5. Tandem streamline struts spaced less than 10
diameters apart may be faired together to advantnge
with a flatided section, and to a greater advantage
by encasing the struts in a streamline fairing.

6. The interference drag of a streamline strut inter-
secting a plane of tite thiclmew increases with a
decrease in the chord of the plane, within the range
tested, and also with a decrease in the angle between
strut and plane.

7. For streamline struts intersecting to form a V
and lying in a plane perphlicular to the air strerun
the interference cbxg increases with decreasing in-
cluded angle, reaching a mtium value at about 30°.
For angles less than 30° the interference decreasea
with decreasing included angle.

8. For cylinders intersecting to form a V and lying
in a plane perpendicular to the air stream the inter-
ference drag is negligible for all values of the included
angle.

LANGLEY MWOW AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY Cow~n FOR ABRONAUITCS,

LANGLEY FI~D, VA., June 5, 19%.
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MISCELLANEOUS FAIRINQ TESTS
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NAVY NO. 1 STRUT OFFSETS
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ON INTERSECTION BETWEEN STREAMLINE STRUT AND PLANE
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TABLE III

MISCELLANEOUS FILLET TESTS ON STREAMLINE
STRUTS INTERSECTING AT VARIOUS ANQLES
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